
The Power of People: 
How Using Email Metadata Can Help Limit Risk 
and Boost Review
Tackle document reviews with ease by leveraging the right 
metadata in an easy-to-use ediscovery tool
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In the law, we tend to focus on pieces of information that make up the whole of a story: documents, 
testimony, timelines, and so on. But the truth is, litigation fundamentally comes down to people. 
How they interact with each other, how they perform their jobs, and the information they maintain, 
are privy to, and act on.

Why then do ediscovery tools make it so difficult to search for and surface key data in ways that 
take human interaction into account?

We asked ourselves that very question in looking at how to address two challenges expressed 
by our customers: how to reduce the time and risk involved in isolating potentially privileged 
documents, and how to identify communications involving key actors.

Being DISCO, we didn’t just work on the specific challenges faced by our clients. We built enhance-
ments to our search functionality to help our users maximize the power of “people data” to reduce 
their risk and speed up their time to find evidence with search tools that meet our users where 
and how they prefer to work.

Reduce your risk by simplifying the 
identification of privileged documents
Arguably the most stressful and important part of any document review from the producing party’s 
perspective is making sure all privileged communications and work product are withheld. After 
all, preserving the attorney-client privilege has been a hallmark of Anglo-American jurisprudence 
for more than 400 years.

Ediscovery tools, however, are not often built by lawyers and thus don’t take this key consideration 
into account when developing methods to segregate potentially privileged documents. DISCO’s 
legal DNA makes our approach different. 

Unlike other ediscovery tools that require users to search in a specific format or to use complicated, 
error-prone double-negative searches, DISCO Ediscovery developed a very simple search to locate 
potentially privileged communications: domain and domainCount.

Using this simple syntax, a user can identify all emails between an outside counsel and their client 
with a search like domain(“lawfirm.com” & “corporate.com”) and domainCount(2). 

DISCO Ediscovery users can quickly search for only those communications between the corporation 
and outside counsel, excluding emails where third parties are involved. This means users can 
easily identify these potentially privileged communications, segregate them for separate review, 
and create their privilege log. A search for outside counsel communications can also be added to 
the production quality control process to double-check privileged communications that may not 
have been tagged for privilege don’t go out the door.

And the best part? The search syntax is available for our users across multiple search modalities, 
including our search builder and filters, so our clients can use this search in the manner that best 
suits their workflow and preferences.

https://www.csdisco.com/blog/problems-disco-was-created-to-solve
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Find crucial communications faster 
in internal investigations
Internal investigations into workplace misconduct like harassment or regulatory violations are 
generally driven by a very narrow set of people. But isolating these key communications used 
to require using double-negative searches prone to missing emails or complicated searches for 
every permutation of to/from certain individuals without much leeway in how many others were 
involved in those communications.

DISCO Ediscovery’s search syntax for participant, participantCount, and recipientCount syntax 
now makes this a breeze. These search facets allow users to create targeted searches, isolating 
private or semi-private conversations that may be relevant to internal investigations by limiting 
search results to only a certain number of people or specific individuals.

For example, in a workplace harassment case, a user could search for communica-
tions only between the harasser and the alleged victim of harassment using the syntax 
participant("John@company.com" & "Aaron@company.com") & participantCount(2).

Just starting a review and not sure whose data is going to be the most relevant or who the key 
actors might be? Users can run keyword searches but limit the total number of participants under 
the theory that important information or conversations are not likely to be blasted to more than to a 
small number of individuals. For example, a user looking for evidence of price-fixing might search 
for competitor name & participantCount(<5) to find conversations about setting prices based 
on an agreement between competitors. 

If you’ve identified a key actor and now want to find all the people they communicated with, search 
for participant("John@company.com") & participantCount(<15) and use DISCO Ediscovery’s 
visual search tools to see who is most frequently involved in communications directly with your 
key persona, while excluding mass emails that may be less relevant.

Analyzing the participants who pop up most frequently and who they correspond with the most 
can help to narrow down your documents for review and help create targeted workflows to find 
the most important evidence faster.

Work how you feel most comfortable with domain and participant searches across DISCO Ediscovery’s various search methods.
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Quickly analyze incoming productions
Though “document review” is often talked about as a singular process, there is a huge difference 
between producing documents and receiving them. And when you receive a production, there is 
typically a short statutory deadline to challenge its sufficiency. 

So how can users make sense of incoming productions and evaluate their contents at a high 
level in order to beat the statutory clock? Using analytics, visual search tools, and email metadata 
searches like domainCount, recipient, and participant.

Using DISCO Ediscovery’s search, users can check incoming documents for things like whether 
the producing party provided internal communications, whether a key actor’s communications 
include emails they sent and/or received, and more.

For example, should a user need to determine whether internal communications were produced, 
they can search domain("company.com") & domainCount(1). 

 ■ Did opposing counsel produce emails involving the Sr. VP of Development other than mass emails 
announcing new acquisitions? Try searching participant(“Sr. VP Name”) % participantCount(<10). 

 ■ Concerned about conversations showing whether the CEO had knowledge of potentially illegal 
behavior? Try searching participant(“CEO name”) & keyword to pull up communications involving 
the CEO about your topic, and maybe even narrow it down to communications with key participants 
by using recipient or recipient counts.

Interested in learning more about how you can use the power of people to streamline your docu-
ment reviews? Check out our blog on how DISCO Ediscovery approaches search differently or set 
up some time to chat with one of our experts.

Use filters and search visualization tools to explore relationships and key actors in your data set.

https://www.csdisco.com/blog/if-your-ediscovery-vendor-does-this-its-probably-time-to-break-up

